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By Rick W. Staub, Ph.D., Laboratory Director, Orchid Cellmark, and Cassie L. Johnson, M.S., Forensic Consultant                     

Forensic evidence samples analyzed with Y-STR multiplexes frequently produce profiles that are mixtures of DNA derived from more 
than one individual. Sometimes these mixed profiles can be separated into major and minor components and haplotype counts can 
be produced for the individual components using Y-STR haplotype databases. Often, however, the mixed profiles cannot be 
separated into individual components and it is necessary to perform a count of all possible haplotypes for the mixed profile in order to 
produce a conservative inclusion statistic. Orchid Cellmark utilizes Applied Biosystems AmpFℓSTR® Yfiler® PCR Amplification Kit in 
conjunction with the Applied Biosystems Yfiler database of 3,561 haplotypes (as of March 2009). 

Y-STRs provide forensic scientists with a valuable tool to analyze samples that contain a mixture of large amounts of female DNA and 
very small amounts of male DNA. Utilization of autosomal STRs in these types of samples may result in successful amplification of 
only the female profile because it out-competes the male template in the amplification reaction. Because Y-STRs are only found in 
male genomes, their use allows the forensic scientist to obtain only the male profile, even when there are massive amounts of 
female DNA. In forensic evidence samples, it is not uncommon to encounter mixtures of cellular material from more than one male. 
Since single-source Y-STR samples typically possess only one allele per locus (unless duplications occur at a locus) [1], if a sample 
displays more than one allele at several Y-STR loci it is generally assumed to consist of a mixture of DNA from two or more males. 

The standard autosomal STRs used in forensic casework have been shown to be genetically independent with respect to their 
distribution in populations. Autosomal STR databases of approximately 100–200 individuals suffice to determine allele frequencies 
and assess independence. Furthermore, the product rule can be used to arrive at a match probability and, when using the thirteen 
CODIS loci, random match probabilities are frequently obtained from single-source profiles that are low enough to enable forensic 
scientists to statistically determine, with a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, the identity of the DNA sample through 
comparison to known standards [2]. 

The situation for Y-STR profiles is considerably different. Since all Y-STRs show linkage to the Y chromosome, the product rule 
cannot legitimately be used to determine the frequency of a Y-STR profile (haplotype). Instead, large databases of haplotypes must 
be maintained (typically categorized by race or ethnic group) and these databases are searched for haplotypes that "match" the 
haplotype of interest. This is called the counting method. Obviously, the counting method fails to provide the capability of source 
attribution for Y-STRs. Their inheritance pattern alone would prohibit source attribution since all male offspring of a father will share 
his Y-STR haplotype, barring mutation. Thus, Y-STRs typically pale in comparison to autosomal STRs statistically, because it is difficult 
to build databases that are of ample size to reasonably estimate population frequencies for Y-STR haplotypes (using the Applied 
Biosystems Yfiler Haplotype Database and an assumption that any allele at each locus could appear in a haplotype with any alleles at 
all other loci results in over 23 quadrillion possible haplotypes!). However, several on-line databases are available for use in 
performing haplotype frequency assessments. Those sites are listed below: 

Applied Biosystems Yfiler Haplotype Database:•	  www.appliedbiosystems.com/yfilerdatabase

Promega PowerPlex•	 ® Y Database: www.promega.com/techserv/tools/pplexy

U.S. Y-STR Database: •	 www.usystrdatabase.com

Y-STR Haplotype Reference Database (YHRD) v3.0: •	 www.yhrd.org

The software available for accessing these databases works well for assessing frequencies of single source profiles, but producing 
counts of included haplotypes for mixture profiles can be much more complex. We have found that the Applied Biosystems Yfiler 
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Haplotype Database website is the only one designed to make haplotype counting possible to determine non-excluded haplotypes in 
mixture profiles.  

When a mixture cannot be de-convoluted, we treat the mixture statistics somewhat analogously to mixtures in autosomal STRs that 
cannot be de-convoluted into separate components. In these cases, we compute an inclusion probability for all possible STR profiles 
in the mixture. However, determining all haplotypes that could be included in a Y-STR mixture profile is a bit more difficult than 
computing a statistic for autosomal STRs by formula. For this type of Y-STR mixture profile, one must be able to perform a count of 
all possible profiles in the Y-STR haplotype database that may have contributed to the mixture. In order to do this with website-based 
databases, one must either compute all possible haplotypes and enter them individually into the website (a very time-consuming 
process if there are many loci with multiple peaks) or have the capability of sorting all haplotypes in the database by locus for the 
necessary alleles.

We have previously discussed the fact that null alleles and duplicate alleles must be accounted for in performing haplotype counts for 
inclusion in a Y-STR mixture profile [4]. There are sixteen null alleles and 78 duplicate alleles in the Yfiler Haplotype Database, as 
shown below in Figure 1.
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Null Allele Count Duplicate Allele 
Count

Duplicate Alleles

DYS456 5 1 15,16

DYS389I 0 3 13,14

DYS390 0 2 23,24

DYS389II 1 7 29,30 = 4; 30,31 = 2; 29,31 = 1

DYS458 1 2 18,19; 16,18

DYS19 0 10 15,16 = 7; 14,15 = 2; 15,17 = 1

DYS385 0 11
11,12,14 = 3; 11,13,17; 12,14,15 = 2; 13,14,15; 13,14,18; 14,15,17; 14,16,18; 
17,19,20 

DYS393 0 2 14,15

DYS391 0 4 9,10 = 2; 11,12 = 2

DYS439 0 6 10,11 = 3; 11,12 = 2; 12,13 = 1

DYS635 1 3 21,22; 21,23; 22,24

DYS392 2 4 10,11; 11,14 = 2; 13,14

YGATAH4 0 0

DYS437 0 2 14,15; 15,16

DYS438 0 0

DYS448 6 21 18, 19 = 2; 18, 20 = 2; 19, 20 = 11; 19, 21 = 1; 20, 21 = 4; 20, 22 = 1

Total 16 78

Figure 1: Null and duplicate alleles in the Yfiler® Haplotype Database.



It is clear that the best way to avoid missing null alleles or duplicate alleles in database counts is to have access to the entire 
database of haplotypes with the accompanying racial/ethnic data. As we have already mentioned, the only web-based database that 
presently provides the user with the capability of accessing all haplotype data to extract into a sortable spreadsheet to determine 
inclusion counts for mixtures is the Applied Biosystems Yfiler Haplotype Database. The entire database can be accessed by leaving 
asterisks in all data entry cells and mouse-clicking on "Search". Then, in the column labeled "# Haplotypes (with Selected Alleles)", 
counts of all haplotypes arranged by racial group will appear in blue, underscored fonts that are accessible by the click of a mouse, as 
shown in Figure 2. When the total of 3,561 is selected, a servlet downloads the entire database in a format that can be transferred to 
an Excel spreadsheet.
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Figure 2: Yfiler® Haplotype Database Website showing mouse-clickable haplotype numbers that will activate a servlet 
to download the haplotype data in spreadsheet form.

Orchid Cellmark has used this attribute to develop a spreadsheet that consists of two sorting worksheets which both contain the 
entire Applied Biosystems Yfiler Haplotype Database. These are sorted by two different analysts and a third worksheet compares



the first two worksheets and compiles the data for entry into final case reports. Analysts are trained to always include null alleles at 
all loci and to include duplicate alleles if both alleles are components of the mixture. This produces the most conservative inclusion 
count for the mixture. 

The development of an automated spreadsheet that uses macros to perform the sorting operations will eliminate the necessity of 
utilizing two analysts to independently perform manual sorts of the Yfiler Haplotype Database. An Excel spreadsheet of this type that 
uses the U.S. Y-STR database has already been produced [5]. 

To demonstrate the use of our current spreadsheet to determine the number of non-excluded haplotypes that are possible 
contributors to a mixture profile, we have reproduced a GeneMapper® ID electropherogram of a Y-STR mixture profile from a knife 
handle, shown below in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: GeneMapper® ID electropherogram of a Y-STR mixture profile from a 
knife handle.



Using this mixture profile, below we provide a locus-by-locus description of the analysis that we perform:
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DYS456
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 0, 14, or 15. Haplotype number is 
reduced from 3,561 to 2,084.

DYS389I Partial profile has a possible allele below threshold, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count.

DYS390 Partial profile has a possible allele below threshold, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count.

DYS389II No result, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count.

DYS458
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 0 or 18. Haplotype number is reduced 
from 2,084 to 340.

DYS19
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 14. Haplotype number is reduced from 
340 to 122. 

DYS385 a/b
Since this is a duplicate locus, sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 11, 11; or 
11, 14; or 14, 14. Haplotype number is reduced from 122 to 50.

DYS393
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 13 or 14. Haplotype number is not 
reduced from 50 since all remaining entries have a 13 or 14 repeat allele at this locus.

DYS391
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 9 or 11. Haplotype number is reduced 
from 50 to 37.

DYS439
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 11 or 12. Haplotype number is reduced 
from 37 to 31.

DYS635
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 23. Haplotype number is reduced from 31 
to 21.

DYS392 Partial profile has possible alleles below threshold, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count. 

YGATAH4 Partial profile has a possible allele below threshold, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count.

DYS437 Partial profile has possible alleles below threshold, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count.

DYS438
Sort spreadsheet by this column in ascending order and delete all rows that are not 11 or 12. Haplotype number is reduced 
from 21 to 20.

DYS448 Partial profile has possible alleles below threshold, so this locus is not used in calculating the inclusion count.

For simplicity, in this example we sorted the loci in the order in which they appear in the electropherogram. However, it may 
be more pragmatic to sort through the loci that contain either a single allele or a less common allele to eliminate profiles more 
quickly. Regardless of the approach utilized, the final count will be the same. In this case, the final count of haplotypes that could 
be contributors to the partial mixed profile detected from the knife handle is 20 out of the 3,561 individuals in the database. This 
includes thirteen Caucasian males, three Hispanic males, three African American males, and one Native American male. No Asian, 
Filipino, Sub-Saharan African, or Vietnamese males in the database are included as possible contributors to the mixture. When 
looking collectively at the final list of 17-locus haplotypes, there is a pair of Caucasians that share a haplotype; a pair of Caucasians 
that share a different haplotype with a Hispanic male; and a Caucasian and a Hispanic male that share a third haplotype with an 
African American male. All other haplotypes in this set of 20 are unique.
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The method illustrated above allows the analyst to determine how many donors in the database could not be excluded as 
contributors to the evidentiary mixture. We arrived at this method to determine mixture counts for Yfiler mixtures with the full 
realization that it results in as large a number as possible for the mixture profile analyzed. Thus, this technique was designed to 
provide a conservative approach to performing Y-STR mixture calculations, the results of which can be presented in court to support 
the laboratory's findings. 
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